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Figure 1: Diagram of the proposed medical use of Reflex-in

ABSTRACT
Reflex-in is a sound installation that uses brain -wave streams to
create music composition within the Web environment in real time
.

The work incorporates various state-of-the-art Web technologies,
including Web Audio, WebSocket, WebAssembly, and WebGL.

The music generated from the algorithm - mapping brain wave
signal to musical events - aims to produce a form of furniture music
that is relaxing and meditative, possibly therapeutic. This effect
can be further enhanced through binaural beats or other forms of
auditory stimulation, also known as “digital drugs,” which can be
enabled through the user interface. The system represents a po-
tential avenue for the development of closed-loop brain-computer
interfaces by using the listener’s own brain waves as the source
of musical stimuli, which can be used for therapeutic or medical
purposes.
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1 ABOUT THEWORK
Generative music from physiological sensors or EEG devices (brain
wave) has been implemented since themiddle of the 20th century. [1,
12] Controlling a human-computer interface using these signals is
often more challenging than using gestures or physical objects due
to the need for greater precision and the presence of measurement
noise. The difficulty and complexity of the music creation process
has hindered its development in recent decades.

However, this type of music may have potential benefit for hu-
man health. Its impact has been explored through various perspec-
tives, including the famous “Mozart effect.” [6] By using physio-
logical measurements to assess changes in symptoms of illnesses,
emotions, and sleep, researchers are able to conduct more precise
experiments on the ways music can impact human health.

EEG signal is one of the main measurement tools for sleep and
brain related diseases. Analysis of brain waves enables the direct
identification of different sleep cycles, making it easier to conduct
research on sleep quality. This property facilitates the quantita-
tive research on sleep quality and makes the effect of auditory
stimulation or music on sleep measurable in real time. [2]

Based on this context, our work aims to use Web technologies
to transform smart devices into a brain-controlled music box. Our
previous researches focused on web-based DSP techniques, sound
design systems, visual programming languages for real-time audio
processing and interactive music [8, 9, 11], and led to the design and
implementation of a “patcher” web application named JSPatcher
[10], a high-level visual language similar to the one of Max/MSP
[4, 5], that enables users to visually, interactively, construct audio
graphs using the Web Audio API. For this new project, we also rely
on JSPatcher. Users can graphically design and execute DSP algo-
rithms using domain-specific languages (DSL) for audio processing
such as Faust or Gen. These algorithms are executed in a dedicated
high-priority thread called an AudioWorklet. This application can
also be utilized to design interactive programs and shareable digital
artworks online, incorporating other JavaScript language features,
Web APIs, web-based audio plugins, or external JavaScript modules.

Typical BCI software such as BCI2000 [13] or OpenBCI1 can be
used for transferring brain wave data through the UDP network
protocol with the OSC format. We first forward the data through
WebSocket protocol, possibly with a local server, then capture it
in the browser. The peaks in the brain wave signal are then used
to trigger the web-based synthesizer built in JSPatcher, which has

1OpenBCI homepage: https://openbci.com/

access to the WebSocket API for processing the incoming brain
wave signal.

To process the signal, a patcher is created with a web browser
using the JSPatcher web application2. When a patcher is hosted on
an online server, a URL can be used to prompt JSPatcher to open the
patcher program in run-time mode, displaying user interface ele-
ments and providing a usable application for end-users, as opposed
to the “editing mode.”

The generated web application3 can be used to adjust the rhythm,
harmony, and timbre of the sound. These adjustments can be per-
formed manually (using GUI elements like buttons, knobs, and
sliders, etc.) or automatically over time.

The synthesizer part is created from Faust DSP. Faust is a func-
tional, synchronous, domain-specific programming language de-
signed for real-time audio signal processing and synthesis [3].
Thanks to the Emscripten transpiler and the WebAssembly for-
mat, the Faust compiler is available as a JavaScript module named
faustwasm [7] which can compile Faust code to a fully functional
WebAudio AudioWorklet node, directly in the browser. The main
Faust DSP in this work is a a 16-voice additive synthesizers with
envelopes, frequency modulators and amplitude modulators, Pa-
rameters affecting timbres can be controlled from the user interface.

A real-time WebGL visualization is displayed as the background
of the user interface. The graphics are generated using the three.js
library4 and are based on the brain wave and the music generated.
Two real-time signal analyzers are used for reporting the peak
values of the brain wave signal and the audio signal. The values are
used by the WebGL shaders to modify the position of the particles
rendered as a real-time 2-dimensional waveform visualization.

Reflex-in is an original creation experience, implementing a set
of standard web technologies. It shows that it is possible to develop
original audio/musical applications with the web platform. It has
mainly been designed as an artwork, while we also discussed its
potential therapeutic applications. This work is a prototype for
people who need to hear a real-time musical feedback from their
brain wave in order to eventually improve the sleep quality. It
will be tested soon with neuroscientists to assess its effect with
different music parameters on a closed-loop BCI system. This work
is commissioned by Shanghai Conservatory of Music and Shanghai
Key Laboratory for Music Acoustics.

We propose to present this artwork at the conference, using a
large display, ideally large TV with touch screen. For the demon-
stration/exhibition of the artwork We can simulate real-time brain
wave by replaying EEG recordings on the computer.
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